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Abstract. The infrared absorption in isotopically disordered anharmonic crystals is theore-

tically investigated using double time thermal Green's function technique. The Hamiltonian
used in the study includes the cubic and quartic anharmonicities alongwith the terms associated
with the crystal defects. The total i.r. absorption in impurity induced anharmonic crystals is
obtained as the sum of diagonal and non-diagonal terms. The diagonal terms can be further
separated into defect dependent, anharmonic and impurity-anharmonicity cross term contributions, the non-diagonal terms chiefly depend on mass change parameters and vanishes in the
absence of impurities. The impurity-anharmonicity interactions involve defect and anharmonic
parameters simultaneously and contribute significantly to the absorption coefficient. A brief
description of impurity modes, phonon life times and strength of absorption is given with
special reference to impurity-anharmonicity interactions to study the effects of temperature,
frequency and impurity concentration on optical absorption.
Keywords. Impurity induced anharmonic i.r. absorption coefficient; impurity-anharmonicity
interactions; impurity modes; phonon life times; renormalized restsrahl frequency; strength of
absorption.
PACS Nos 78.30; 78.50
1. Introduction

A large number of properties of real crystals, e.g. lattice thermal conductivity, phonon
life times, thermal expansion, dielectric properties etc. as observed by infrared
spectroscopy cannot be explained in the harmonic approximation. These properties
can be investigated by considering the cubic and higher order terms in the expansion
of potential energy, which couple the normal modes and give rise to phonon-phonon
interactions. The presence of substitutional impurities in a crystal, on the other hand
leads to the phonon interaction. The phonon field is localized around the defect sites,
and removes the translational symmetry of crystal, leading to modifications in the
phonon frequency spectrum. Consequently, the frequency and symmetry dependent
physical properties of crystals are also altered [1-7]. Further there is possibility of
interactions among the phonons present in anharmonic and localized fields. The
study of various properties of impurity induced anharmonic crystals is thus essentially
a many body problem.
The experimental observations on ionic crystals [8] exhibit a set of temperature
dependent i.r. absorption bands consisting of a central maximum and several side
bands on the shorter wavelength side of the central absorption peak. The phonon line
width and the central frequency of main absorption line vary with temperature [9].
In the harmonic approximation, the nuclear displacements in the second quantized
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crystal Hamiltonian give rise to the temperature independent delta function peaks
at long wavelength transverse optic mode frequencies [3, 10, ll] which are not in
complete accord with the experimental results. The discrepancies between theory and
experiments can be well understood by considering the anharmonic effects. The
anharmonic terms cause the broadening of lattice absorption bands in the immediate
vicinity of the peak and produce a set of temperature dependent absorption bands
with the temperature dependent central frequency of main absorption line. Considering
the defect and anharmonic terms in the crystal Hamiltonian simultaneously one finds
that as a result of removal of translational symmetry not only the localized modes
but the entire frequency spectrum of host crystal becomes i.r. active.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the behaviour of defect induced anharmonic
crystal in the presence of external radiation and the effect of the interactions of
anharmonic phonon fields with localized phonon fields on i.r. absorption. In § 2 the
general formulation of the problem is given and § 3 deals with the defect induced
anharmonic Hamiltonian and the evaluation of thermodynamic double time Green's
functions (GF). Section 4 is devoted to the derivation of optical absorption coefficient
and the strength of absorption with highlights on defect-anharmonicity interactions.
The contribution of defect and anharmonicity to the impurity modes, phonon life
times, central frequency of perturbed mode is evaluated in § 5 followed by a brief
discussion in § 6.
2. Formulation of the problem

The optical absorption coefficient related to the displacement-displacement Green's
function [12-] can be written in the form

ct(to)=(4nto/~lc)Im[~.~,:~,e,(l)efl')t~tB(2n/h)((U,~(l,t);Ujp(l'O)))tol,

(1)

|,J

where ~/ is the refractive index, c is the velocity of electromagnetic radiation of
frequency to, ei(l) is the charge on the i-th atom in the l-th unit cell, t, is the polarization
vector of the incident radiation and ((...))~, stands for the Fourier transform of
the thermodynamic double time GF. In diatomic crystal and a reduced mass/a-1 =
M1M2(MI + M2)-1, equation (1) becomes

or(to) = (4lrNe2/rlc)(Irlato/too) Im G~k,(to),

(2)

Gkk,(to) = (( Ak(t); Ak,(O) )),o,

(3)

where

and too is the transverse optical mode frequency at k = 0 for the host lattice. Equation (2)
suggests that the form of imaginary GF will exhibit the nature of absorption bands,
thus the evaluation of GF becomes the essential part of the problem.
3. Hamiltonian and Green's functions

3.1 Defect induced anharmonic Hamiltonian
Let us consider a three-dimensional bravais crystal with total number of N atoms,
out of which n lattice sites are occupied by the randomly distributed substitutional
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impurity atoms each of mass M', while the rest ( N - n) lattice sites are filled by the
host atoms each of mass M. Let us consider the impurity concentration low enough
to avoid the interaction among impurity atoms. The introduction of impurities greatly
modifies the force constants between host and impurity along with the change of
mass. In the present case we shall restrict the theory to the nearest neighbour force
constants. The Hamiltonian for this problem can be written in the form
H = H o + H a + HA,

(4)

where Ho is the unperturbed Hamiltonian and Ho and HA are the defect and anharmonic
parts of Hamiltonian, respectively. The various components of Hamiltonian are given
by
H o = (h/4)~ o)k(A~ A k + B~ B k)

(5a)

k

[C(kl,

H D = -- h 2

kz)Bk,

Bkz --

O(kl, k2)Ak, Ak2],

(5b)

kt.k2

HA= ~

hVs(kl,k 2..... k~)Ak,Ak2 ..... Ak,,

~

(5C)

s>~ 3 kl ..... ks

where the parameters C(kl, k2) and D(kl, kz) account for the mass change and force
constant change, respectively [13]. V~(kl, k z .... , ks) are the Fourier transforms of the
anharmonic force constants of the host lattice. They are completely symmetric with
respect to the pair of indices k [14]. In the present analysis we shall use the cubic
and quartic anharmonicities.
3.2 Green's functions
We now consider the evaluation of single particle Green's function

Gkk,(t, O) = (( Ak(t); Ak,(O))),

(6)

using Hamiltonian (4) and using the equation of motion method of Zubarev [151.
Following the technique of successive approximations [13, 16] and some tedious
algebra, the GF can be evaluated as

Gkk,(O) -{- ie) =

o)k l'lkk,/~[o) 2 - - ~)2 .jp

2io)kFk(O))]'

(7)

with

qkk' = 6kk" + 4 C ( - k, k')o) k 1,

(8)

0~2k = (~2k nU 2O)kAk(O)) '

(9)

and
where Fk(o)), Ak(o)) and thk describe the phonon half width, phonon frequency shift
and the phonon frequency of renormalized mode, respectively.
&2k= °)2k+ (o)k/2~) { ( [Fk(t)' B*'(t')] ° ) + (4/o)k) }-"C (k' - kx)
kl

([Fk(t), B*,, (t')] ° ) + 8(o) 2 - o)2)C(- k, k)/o)k },=,,,

(10)

a~(o)) = a~(o)) + a~(o)) + a kAD(o))

(11)

rk(o)) = r~'(o)) + r kA (o)) + I-'AD
~ ,((D],,

(12)

and
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where the superscripts D, A and AD stand for the defect, anharmonic and defectanharmonicity cross term contributions, respectively. The various terms appearing
in (10) to (12) are given by

Fk(t ) = V~l)(t) + F~2'(t) + v~Z'(t),

(13a)

with
F~l)(t) = 4~ ~ [ D ( - k, k x) + (ok, ~ok)C(- k, k i)] Ak,
kt

+ 16~z ~ [ C ( - k , k l ) D ( - k 2 , k l ) o ~ X A k l ,

(13b)

kl.k2

F[2'(t) = 2rr ~

~

sV~(k~,k2 ..... ks_l,--k)Ak~Ak2...Ak ....

(13c)

s>>-3 k l . . . . . k s - x

F~3)(t) = 16~ IC(kl, - k)COk 1 2F(2)tD
kl ~ Is

(13d)

AiD(co) = 8P ~ R ( - k, k l ) R * ( - k, ki)C°k,( c°2 -- O;k~)- t

(14a)

kl

kt

AA(o~) : 18P ~ [ V3(k~,k2, - k)lZrh [S+xo+~,(w 2 - (D+~)2- 1
kt,k2

-{-S_l(J,)_~((/) 2 --o)2_~t)-l-I +48P

~

IV,(kl,k2,k 3, - k ) l 2

kl,k2,k3

r/2[S+2o+#(o2-~0z+#) - l + 3 S
A kAD(¢D)=

20_#(Co2--coz__#)-l],

(14b)
(14c)

16P~ iC(_ k, kx)COk~ 2 AA~1,((O't,,
kl

F~(co) = 8 ~ ( 0 ) ~

R ( - k, k i ) R * ( - k, kl)O~k 6(0 2 - ~kt)'2

(15a)

k~

r~(~) = 18m(~) ~ I V3(kx, k 2, _ k)12q~ IS+ xw+ 6(02 _ ~+,)2
kl,k2

+S_tco_,,6(o 2-o92_,,)] +48rc~(co) ~

IV,,(kl,kz,k 3, - k ) l 2

kt,k2,k3

r/2 I S + 2 ¢.0+ # ~((.02 - 092+#) -+ 3 8 _ 2 (.o_ #~ (0)2 - (.02 p)],

(15b)

and

v~ D(c0) = 16 ~ l C ( - k, k, ) ~ ; ~12v ~ (co)

(15c)

kl

with

R(kl, k 2) -- (~k2/o~k,)C(kl, k 2) + D(k I , k 2)
+ 4 ~ o ~ 1 C(kl, k2)D ( - k2, k2) ,
k~

(15d)

Here F~])(t), Akl(o~) and F~,(o~) are obtained after replacing k by k 1 in F~2)(t), A~(o~)
and F~(~,), respectively. In the above equations P stands for the principle value and
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some undefined terms have the forms

Y]l = cokl cok2/(~Jkl(~)k2; q2 = cokl cok2coka/(~)kl~l)k2(~)k3,
S+_l =nk2"~nkl;

S+_2= l-~-nktnk2dl-nk2nka'~-nk3nkl,

(16)
(17)
(18)

co+~ = &k~ _+ ¢5k~; CO+# = Cbk~+_ c5k2_+ cbk3,
and

nk=COth(flhcok/2)
4. Infrared lattice absorption

4.1 The absorption coefficient
The linear i.r. absorption coefficient ~(co) can easily be obtained on substitution of
imaginary part of G F given by (7) into (2) as

~(co) = (8toNe2 #/r/c)cod/kk, Fk (co)[(co2 --tOkJm"
2,2

+ 4O92 1"2 (CO)'] - 1

(19)

Let us examine (19) in more detail. ~(co) can be separated into diagonal and nondiagonal components as
0~(co) = 0{d(co ) "at-~nd(fD),

(20)

where
• a(~) = Pc~OkFR(co)[(o92 -- o32
~2 ~4- 4(02k F2k ' tIcol'l
1'~
k"
/.J
-

(21)

and
0gnd((-D) =

4PcC(- k, k')Fk(O~)[(o~ 2 -

o3 ~2"12
' - 4-

4092
k F2(COVI
k, '~ - tlk*k'

(22)

with
Pc = (8=Ne2 I*/qc).
The non-diagonal contribution (k # k ' ) chiefly depends on the mass change
parameter C ( - k , k') and is significant only in impure crystals and vanishes for pure
crystals. The Lorentzian line shape distribution appearing in (21) and (22) can be
simplified under reasonable approximations for the small value of Fk(co) far from the
fundamental absorption peak co = co~, to give
~d(CO) = PcWkF k(CO)(CO2 -- COk)
"2 - 2 ,

(23)

0~nd((D) : 4P cC( - k, k') rk(co)(co2 - o32)- 2 I~,k,

(24)

and
The diagonal contribution to absorption coefficent can be separated into three
contributions, namely defect contribution ~(co); anharmonic contribution a~A and
defect anharmonic contribution ~D(co). These contributions can be arranged as
~,(co) = %i, (o~) + %" (co) + ~ % o ) ,

~(~) = p~

(25)

r~)(~)(~2 _ o32~-2

(26a)

~A(~) = PccokFA(~)( co2 -- COk)'2-2,

(26b)

and
~ A D ( ( . D ) = P ¢(.D~,F k
AD.'tcoJtco
x/ 2 -o32)

2

(26c)

The defect dependent diagonal contribution to the absorption coefficient can be
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 40, No. 5, May 1993
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obtained on deriving an explicit relation for Fk°(Co),thus
otD(~o) = ( V P c / 8 7 ~ t j a ) ( M o / N /~)2(cok OJkt/o)o)(032 -

c52)- 2(1 - f )

+ [(1 -f)og~, - 2Wk,
2 (l~/M o2) y],

(27)

where ~ is some sort of force constant change parameter and f is the defect concentration. The first term in the square bracket describes the mass change contribution
while the second describes the force constant change effects. For low concentration
of impurities ~(o~) varies linearly with f. For the heavy impurity case, (27) describes
the resonant band mode absorption at coR = Wk within the frequency band of host
crystal. This contribution is, however, a temperature independent contribution and
describes the sharp absorption peaks around ¢5k, = _+~k if one reasonably approximates
~k as temperature independent. The temperature dependent contribution to ~n(w) is
due to the anharmonic part ~(o~) and is of the form
~(co) = [(~tPc Vto2 /16nNthao c2) + (hPc/48M)(aohA' dp,~V/47~2 fl(~2c3) 2
+ (co~ + ~5~,)]O~k(CO2 -- ~2~-2k,'

(28)

Here 2 and 2' are some parameters and ~b2 and ~b4 are second and fourth order force
constants, respectively. The first term in the square bracket describes the cubicanharmonic contribution to ~A(to) and varies linearly with temperature. The second
term shows the quartic-anharmonic contribution and exhibits T 2 dependence on
absorption coefficient.
The phonons present in the anharmonic fields definitely interact with the phonons
of localized fields giving rise to the impurity-anharmonicity interactions. This interaction
can be described by the phonon half width FkAD(O~)and shows the linear dependence
on impurity concentration but linear (T) as well as non-linear (T 2) dependence on
temperature. This contribution gives rise to an additional absorption ct~D(~o)which
can take place as a result of coupling of anharmonic coefficients with defect parameters
and is given by
~,l~(co) = [0.0394

PcMo f V/n#dp2t c2] { [MMo (1 - f)2/N2 ha ° #]

+ 2 aoh 2 dp4/n~p2tic}o k5 (co2 --co"~2k) - 2 ,

(29)

~tAD(o~)is of the finite magnitude, because the cross term FkAD(a~)shows the dependence
of the form (bl + b2 T)f(1 -f)o~ 4 T, where bz and b 2 are cubic and quartic anharmonic
interaction parameters with defects, respectively. The magnitudes of b z and b2 remain
always comparable with the individual defect or anharmonic contribution.
The non-diagonal absorption coefficients also add up some features to the impurityanharmonicity interactions. The mass difference parameters couple with Fk(~O), i.e.,
mass change interference with l'k(O9) giving a multiplying effect to the F~(to), FkA(tO)
and FkAO(CO)and fractionally increases the absorption in the immediate vicinity of
absorption peaks at the frequencies _+03k,, + C0+, and _+09+_#. The configuration of
GF shows that co_# has three frequencies, namely: t3k, -- &k2 + t3k~' &k, + ~3k2-- t3k3'
and --O3k, +&k~ + Wk3" Equation (26) reveals that the i.r. absorption coefficient
consistently depends on Fk(og), hence, the general trend of variation of 0t(~o) with
impurity concentration, frequency and temperature can be studied from the nature
of Fk(O~). The frequency dependence of Fk(Og)is depicted in figures 1 and 2. Due to
350
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Figure 1, Variation of r~(~) with frequency co.

the lack of several constants we have taken the forms of rk(tO) as
FkD(~O)= A l f ( 1 --f)co 4 + Azf092,

(30a)

]--~3)(~)= B1 (.02T,

(30b)

r(k4)(O)) = B2a) 2 T 2,

(3Oc)

F3D(O)) = bl f (1 - f)og" T,

(30d)

F~D(o)) = bzf(1 -f)o94 T 2,

(30e)

where A, B and b are parameters. It should be noted here that the frequencies given
in the above equations are taken independent of temperature. In general, in the
anharmonic approximation the renormalized frequencies are temperature dependent
and show strong impurity dependence in impure crystals. The temperature and impurity
concentration dependence of Fk(to) is shown in figures 3 and 4, respectively. The
figures show that ~(co)shows strong frequency temperature and impurity concentration
dependence, for different phonon bound states.
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4.2 The strength of absorption
For small values of phonon frequency widths the i.r. absorption coetticient will simply
be a delta function peak (impurity case) and the strength of the delta function can
be given by [12-],
~(O))IG, L =

2XrOG,L{209 -- [(d/do)At(o)]

} Itok -- t5o,
tO=tO

(31)

G,L

and is the fraction of the absorption at the local or gap mode. Here the subscripts
G and L stand for gap and localized modes, respectively. The fractional contribution
to the strength of absorption by the simultaneous involvement of interacting anhar352
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monicity and defects will be due to the AA°(co). Thus
~t-l(09G'L)=(1/rC)[ 1 +

192~1C(0'k~)09~12{3~
IV3(kl'k2'k,

-kl)12

rl~[S+~oj+jo~,L _ 09+~)~ -1 + S _ ~o~_ ~(09~~L_
0 2 , _ ,)-1]
-t-8

~

kl,k2.k3

[V4(kl,k2,k3,-k~)12r12[S+209+p(092.L-Ogz+a) -I

+ 3S_ 2 (.0_#((.02 L -- 02_#)- 1] } 1-1

(32)

This expression obviously shows that ~-I((DG.L) depends on the interacting mass
difference parameter C(O, kl) and anharmonic terms simultaneously. The mass
difference parameter gives the linear impurity concentration dependence while the
cubic and quartic anharmonic terms reveal, at the same time, T and T 2 dependence,
respectively.
5. Impurity modes and renormalized frequency

If Ak(o9) is a smooth function of co then the solutions of the equation

092 -- &2k -- 2OkAk(09) = 0,

(33)

are simply the perturbed modes of the host crystal. But in the present analysis Ak(co)
is a large valued function and no longer remains a smooth function of co. This nature
corresponds to the nature of impurity modes such as localized, resonance or gap
modes. The frequency of these modes can be determined by the relation according
to the nature of impurity
Ak(09) = 0.

(34)

The optical absorption for a perfect harmonic crystal takes place at k = 0 or co = O9o
the reststrahl frequency of zero phonon width. For impurity case this condition is
no longer true and i.r. absorption takes place by impurity modes even in the acoustical
branch (charged impurity case). The gap or localized mode frequency can be evaluated
from (33) in the form
2 L = [&o2 + 209oAo(&o)_ 1609011(&k,)][ 1 + 1609012(O3k,)]-1,
('0G.

(35)

Ao(~o) = [AA(09) + AkAD(09)] 09 = •0,

(36)

with

k=O

ll(tbk, ) =

[-V/(27t)3-] f g ( o , kl)R * (O, kl)(09k,/tOk,)klsinOdkldOdgp,
-2 3
(37a)

and
12(&k,) = [l//(2n) 3] fR(O,
d

kl)R*(O, kl)(%,/&~,)k~sinOdkldOdO.

(37b)

In (35) &o is known as 'renormalized reststrahl frequency' and can be obtained in
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the form
- 2 _-690

2 +4690[C(O, k l ) + D ( O , kl)] + 2 0 ~ C ( O , kl)D(O, kx)
690
kl
i

+ 4[690 + 4C(O, k,)R(O,k ) + 469o[1 + C(O, k~)]69Ao,

(38)

with
690A =

6 [ - - 3 ~ V3(k',k',O)

V3( - k,

k 1, - k I )Nk,/690 ]

kl

+ V4(k',k',k',O)Nk,.

(39)

These expressions show that the renormalized reststrahl frequency is heavily
influenced by defects, anharmonicities and cross terms. If we make a reasonable
approximation to evaluate the frequency in the immediate vicinity of cok, the Nk
function can be replaced by [2n(69)+ 1], where n(69) is the Planck's distribution
function. Hence the inclusion of anharmonic terms leaves the renormalized mode
frequency and the reststrahl frequency no more temperature independent but they vary
as {a + b[exp(flh69k/2) - 1]- i } for various temperatures. The impurity concentration
also affects the frequency. These evaluations, thus support the experimentally observed
facts about the temperature dependence of frequency and appearance of side bands
in the absorption spectra with temperature dependent widths.
6. Discussion

We have obtained general expressions for the i.r. absorption coefficient, strength of
absorption, renormalized reststrahl frequency and gap or localized mode frequency
for an anharmonic crystal containing randomly distributed substitutional impurities
of low concentration. We have taken into account the cubic and quartic anharmonicities along with the mass difference and force constant change terms arising
due to the defects. The absorption coefficient obtained in the present study can be
expressed as a sum of two terms, cq(~o)and c%(69). The diagonal term can be written
as a sum of three terms ctD(69),etA(69)and crOP(69).%0(69)givesthe dominant contribution
arising due to the interacting defects and is independent of temperature but varies
linearly with impurity concentration. However, a very weak non-linear impurity
concentration (fz) also appears in the same expression. This term is also responsible
for weak band mode absorption and makes the entire perturbed mode i.r. active. The
second term ~A(69) arises due to the anharmonic effects. Anharmonic contribution
appears as a sum of cubic and quartic contributions. The temperature enters the
%(69) due to the anharmonicities and shows linear T-dependence for the third order
and non-linear TZ-dependence for the fourth order anharmonic terms.
The third contribution to ~td(69) is ~ff0(69) and occurs due to the simultaneous
involvement of anharmonic and defect parameters. This term arises as a result of
interference among the phonons present in the localized fields and that in anharmonie
fields. This term chiefly depends on both mass difference parameters and temperature
and varies as ~ (bl T+ b2 T2). This contribution is certainly of non-vanishing and
finite magnitude comparable to either of ~D(69) or ~A(69) and is an incremental
absorption at the same frequencies of anharmonic contributions. The impurity
anharmonicity interaction effects are also dominant for the non-vanishing non-diagonal
contribution, which chiefly depend on the mass difference parameter and vanishes in
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 40, No. 5, May 1993
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the absence of impurities. The non-diagonal term remains significant for all sorts of
impurities and shows nearly similar temperature variation as that of ~tAg(e~).
The reststrahl frequency, normal mode frequencies and gap or local mode frequencies
has also been obtained in renormalized forms. These frequencies are found dependent
on temperature and impurity concentration.
It emerges from the present study that all the salient features of optical absorption
and perturbed mode frequencies can be discussed by considering the presence of both
defects and anharmonic terms in the crystal Hamiltonian. The impurity-anharmonicity
interactions and non-diagonal terms are the new features of the theory incorporating
the impurity concentration as well as temperature. In this paper we have not evaluated
the various contributions to the absorption coefficient due to the great complexity
of computation, which mainly arises due to the involvement of a broad range of
phonon frequencies and anharmonicities. But a general trend in the variation of Fk(O~)
shows with changing frequency, temperature and impurity concentration, on which
the i.r. absorption coefficient depends.
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